
Geometrija  
podatkov 



Geometrija

Geometrija = klobuk

Evklid Gauss Euler



Tema seminarja

računalništvo, statistika, strojno učenje, 
fizika, kaotični sistemi.… 

Kako nam geometrija lahko pomaga 
pri razumevanju sveta



Kje najdemo podatke?

Osnova znanosti Višina stolpa: 56 m

Čas padanja:3,44s

3,45s

3,41s

3,47s

3,50s

Galileo
g = 9, 8m/s2



Kje najdemo podatke?
Danes imamo več naprav za meritve

CERN

1 petabyte/dan



Kje najdemo podatke?

Proizvajamo veliko podatkov

Vsaki dvi minuti, vzamemo 
več slik kot v prvih 100 let 
fotografije

3.8 biljionov slik ~ 3.8x1012



Kje najdemo podatke?
GPS nam omogoča slediti teku, poti, itn. 

http://gpsdoodles.com/



Kje najdemo podatke?

Podatki so lahko tudi virtualni

Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, itn.



Koordinate
Kako opišemo podatke?

Seznam koordinat:

45,548979 S 13,727846 V

45,548558 S 13,727825 V

45,548378 S 13,728340 V

45,548047 S 13,729563 V

45,547657 S 13,729520 V

45,547041 S 13,729262 V




Višje dimenzije

Imamo lahko veliko 
koordinat

buying maint doors persons lug_boot safety
vhigh vhigh 2 2 small low
vhigh vhigh 2 2 small med
vhigh vhigh 2 2 small high
vhigh vhigh 2 2 med low
vhigh vhigh 2 2 med med
vhigh vhigh 2 2 med high
vhigh vhigh 2 2 big low
vhigh vhigh 2 2 big med
vhigh vhigh 2 2 big high
vhigh vhigh 2 4 small low
vhigh vhigh 2 4 small med
vhigh vhigh 2 4 small high
vhigh vhigh 2 4 med low
vhigh vhigh 2 4 med med
vhigh vhigh 2 4 med high
vhigh vhigh 2 4 big low
vhigh vhigh 2 4 big med
vhigh vhigh 2 4 big high
vhigh vhigh 2 more small low
vhigh vhigh 2 more small med
vhigh vhigh 2 more small high
vhigh vhigh 2 more med low

lastnosti avtomobilov



Višje dimenzije

age job marital education default balance housing loan contact day month duration campaign pdays previous poutcome y
30 unemployed married primary no 1787 no no cellular 19 oct 79 1 <1 0 unknown no
33 services married secondary no 4789 yes yes cellular 11 may 220 1 339 4 failure no
35 management single tertiary no 1350 yes no cellular 16 apr 185 1 330 1 failure no
30 management married tertiary no 1476 yes yes unknown 3 jun 199 4 <1 0 unknown no
59 blue<collar married secondary no 0 yes no unknown 5 may 226 1 <1 0 unknown no
35 management single tertiary no 747 no no cellular 23 feb 141 2 176 3 failure no
36 self<employed married tertiary no 307 yes no cellular 14 may 341 1 330 2 other no
39 technician married secondary no 147 yes no cellular 6 may 151 2 <1 0 unknown no
41 entrepreneur married tertiary no 221 yes no unknown 14 may 57 2 <1 0 unknown no
43 services married primary no <88 yes yes cellular 17 apr 313 1 147 2 failure no
39 services married secondary no 9374 yes no unknown 20 may 273 1 <1 0 unknown no
43 admin. married secondary no 264 yes no cellular 17 apr 113 2 <1 0 unknown no
36 technician married tertiary no 1109 no no cellular 13 aug 328 2 <1 0 unknown no
20 student single secondary no 502 no no cellular 30 apr 261 1 <1 0 unknown yes
31 blue<collar married secondary no 360 yes yes cellular 29 jan 89 1 241 1 failure no
40 management married tertiary no 194 no yes cellular 29 aug 189 2 <1 0 unknown no
56 technician married secondary no 4073 no no cellular 27 aug 239 5 <1 0 unknown no
37 admin. single tertiary no 2317 yes no cellular 20 apr 114 1 152 2 failure no
25 blue<collar single primary no <221 yes no unknown 23 may 250 1 <1 0 unknown no
31 services married secondary no 132 no no cellular 7 jul 148 1 152 1 other no
38 management divorced unknown no 0 yes no cellular 18 nov 96 2 <1 0 unknown no
42 management divorced tertiary no 16 no no cellular 19 nov 140 3 <1 0 unknown no
44 services single secondary no 106 no no unknown 12 jun 109 2 <1 0 unknown no
44 entrepreneur married secondary no 93 no no cellular 7 jul 125 2 <1 0 unknown no
26 housemaid married tertiary no 543 no no cellular 30 jan 169 3 <1 0 unknown no
41 management married tertiary no 5883 no no cellular 20 nov 182 2 <1 0 unknown no

Imamo lahko veliko koordinat

bančni podatki



Višje dimenzije
Dokumenti

Slovenija: 16

matematika: 26


gravitacija: 6

astronomija: 5


Euler: 3




Geometrija
geo - zemlja 

metron - mera

Evklidska geometrija

razdalje,

koti,

ploskve,

itn.

5
4

3

30�

60�



Geometrija
Evklidska geometrija sferična geometrija

hiperbolična, diskretna geometrija

30�

60�



Oblike



 Krog

x

y

x2 + y2 = 1

x = r · cos(�)

y = r · sin(�)



Platon: Alegorija jame



Platon: Alegorija jame

podatki so senca sveta



 Krog

x

y

Kako zgleda senca kroga?



Senca kroga



Rekonstrukcija sence 
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y(t) = (x(t), x(t + c))

Rekonstrukcija sence 

1 krog = 1 leto



Gremo lahko nazaj
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Geometrija parametrov
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Visoke dimenzije 

“Curiouser and curiouser!” cried Alice
-Alice v čudežni deželi, Lewis Carroll



Gaussova krivulja

−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

f(x) = 1�
2�

e� x2

2



Visoke dimenzije 

P(d(p, {0}) � 0.1) = ? P(d(p, {0}) � 0.5) = ?

22.5%5%



100-dim vektor

50% (90,110)

P(d(p, {0}) � 0.1) = ? P(d(p, {0}) � 0.5) = ?

0% 0%



Zakaj?

Predstavljajmo si kovanec

50%

50%

99%

1%

2-dim

P(HH) = (0, 99)2

= 0, 98

100-dim

P = (0, 99)100 = 0, 37

P = (0, 90)100 � 0



Problem

Geometrija je lahko zelo kompleksna v 
višjih dimenzijah… 



Topologija
Topos - prostor Ni topografija Gremo lahko čez vsak most 

natanko enkrat?



Topologija
Topos - prostor

geometrija gume 



Ovojno število



Ovojno število



Ovojno število



Ovojno število



Ovojno število



Ovojno število

+ + 2



Ovojno število

+
1



Ovojno število

+ - 0



Ovojno število

0
Če je ovojno število 0, potem  

se da odviti



Aplikacija

Vektorska polja



Vektorska polja
(a) (b)

(c)



Vektorska polja

im(K)
K

S



Vektorska polja



Vektorska polja



Vektorska polja



Vektorska polja



Ponavljajoči sistem

Nazaj k krogu



Ponavljajoči sistem

Nazaj k krogu

�

x

y



�

 Krog

x

y

x

y

�

krog je 1-dim prostor



Različni modeliPeriodic

P S



Multiple Periods

P S

Različni modeli



Quasi-periodic

Limit torus

P S

Različni modeli



Recurrent

Chaotic systems
(e.g. Lorenz attractor)

P S

Recurrent

Chaotic systems
(e.g. Lorenz attractor)

P S

Lorenz sistem

Različni modeli



Analiza človeških gibov

Hoja



Hoja



Hoja



Kot in čas



Povprečje



Povprečje
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Interpolacija hoje



Različni gibi



Različni gibi
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Fig. 9 We consider three concatenated motions: a walk, a run and hopping. The barcode detects the mo-
tions at different scales. Two of the motions are detected at filtration value ✏1 = 42.6 (top figure) and one
at ✏2 = 100 (middle figure). The hop and run are described by two coordinates each. The relevant classes
are highlighted in the first barcode diagram in the bottom figure.

versus right punch). We could therefore consider defining metrics between motions
by examining how these coordinates change over time.

In summary, we have presented a periodic motion processing pipeline based on
novel topological techniques for motion synthesis and classification that can be di-
rectly applied in high-dimensional configuration spaces. Our method has few param-
eters and does not rely on heavily preprocessing input, such as manually picking
precise start and end frames. Our approach can detect and parametrize typical peri-
odic motions, and it can extract periodic motion segments from real world motion
sequences with minimal user intervention.

References

1. CMU Graphics Lab, “CMU graphics lab motion capture database.” http://mocap.cs.cmu.

edu/, accessed November 2012, 2012.
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Right Uppercut Left Uppercut

Left Jab
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Fig. 8 We consider a sequence of punches producing several periodic motions. In the barcode (using
Euclidean distance normalized by variance), we see 5 persistent cohomology classes (highlighted in the
diagram) for 3 punches. The right uppercut is assigned 1 coordinate, while the left uppercuts and jab are
assigned the remaining 4. However, the signatures of the jab and uppercut are significantly different.

onal to most of the existing work in animating gaits. Visually, the results could be
further improved by using optimization-based post-processing taking physical con-
straints into account. This is especially the case for walking motions, where rather
than integrating the differences, we could detect contact points with the ground to
modify the resulting motion accordingly [36]. We currently do not take into account
possible forbidden configurations, such as arms passing through each other. This is
however a well studied problem in robotics and it may be possible to locally modify
the trajectory to a physically realizable path while respecting the overall topological
structures.

Boosting the Topological Signal: We experimented with primarily Euclidean
metrics (normalized and un-normalized). There are numerous other metrics includ-
ing weighting joint angles by the mass or inertia of the elements that the joint is driv-
ing [37]. As well as different metrics, complexes other than the Vietoris-Rips may
also provide a finer distinction between motions. This could especially improve the
performance for the case of multiple motions. Multiple coordinates corresponding to
one motion indicate that we have chosen the coclass poorly, i.e. it might be possible
to determine a better coordinate by considering linear combinations of coclasses. An-
other approach we would like to consider in future work is to learn a distance metric
based on labelled input examples.

Classifying Motions: Persistence barcodes have been used successfully as shape
signatures for clustering and shape comparison. We believe that our approach could
also provide an interesting signature for comparing and clustering databases of mo-
tions. From the multiple motion experiments, we see that similar motions (e.g. run-
ning and walking) occur at the same filtration scale, or have similar coordinates (left

Različni gibi



Prostor naravnih slik

Chapter 3

Topology of Spaces of

Micro-Images

In [3], Mumford et. al. initiated the study of spaces of patches extracted from natural

images, with respect to their geometric properties (disregarding both contrast and

brightness), and distribution in the state space S7. The van Hateren Natural Image

Database [32], is a collection of approximately 4,000 monochrome, calibrated images,

photographed by Hans van Hateren around Groningen (Holland), in town and the

surrounding countryside.

Figure 3.1: Exemplary images from the van Hateren Natural Images Database.

15



Prostor naravnih slik
CHAPTER 3. TOPOLOGY OF SPACES OF MICRO-IMAGES 17

There is a specially convenient basis for R9 of eigenvector of D called the DCT-

basis. This basis consists of the constant vector [1, . . . , 1]t, which is perpendicular to

the hyperplane containing the centered and normalized data, and eight vectors which

in patch space take the form:

Figure 3.2: DCT basis in patch space

By taking the coordinates with respect to the DCT-basis of the vectors in the

aforementioned 7-ellipsoid, we get a subset M of the 7-sphere S7.

3.2 Persistent Homology on M

Using the formalism of persistent homology, Carlsson et. al. [21] studied the structure

of (topological spaces represented by) subsets of M with high-density. To this end,

they let k 2 N, p � 0 and define

⇢k : M �! R
x 7! kx� xkk

where xk 2 M is the k-th nearest neighbor of x in M. It follows that ⇢k is inversely

proportional to the density at x, and the value of k determines the local or global

character of the estimate. Let X(k, p) be the set of points in M whose ⇢k-value, falls

in the bottom p percent.

The topology of the space X(k, p) for di↵erent values of k, p revealed very interest-

ing structure: For (k, p) = (1200, 30), the set X(1200, 30) approximates a topological

space modeled by a wedge of five circles, as shown by the respective bar-codes reported

in figure 3.3.



Prostor naravnih slik

CHAPTER 3. TOPOLOGY OF SPACES OF MICRO-IMAGES 18

(a) H0-persistence

(b) H1-persistence

(c) H2-persistence

Figure 3.3: Bar-code for X(1200, 30) shows the topology of a wedge of five circles.

With respect to patches, this space can be realized as the three circle model:

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) A space with the homotopy type of a wedge of 5 circles. The space is
made up of three circles, of which two are disjoint, and the third intercepts each of
the others at two points. (b) Patches included in the three circle model.

The natural question arising from these findings is whether or not one could

discover in the data, a higher dimensional entity containing the 3-circle model. The

answer was a�rmative, and the topological space that emerged was a familiar surface:
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The set X(100, 10) has topological signatures consistent with either the Klein bottle

or the torus:

(a) H1( · ;Z/2)-persistence

(b) H2( · ;Z/2)-persistence

Figure 3.5: Bar-code for X(100, 10) with Z/2-coe�cients reveals a surface.

In order to decide between the Klein bottle and the torus, one only needs to change

the field of coe�cients to F3, and repeat the persistent-homology computation. With

this change, the Klein bottle emerged, and a closer study revealed the model:

Figure 3.6: Space of patches corresponding to X(100, 10) parametrizes a Klein bottle.
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Kleinova steklenica



Kam naprej?

• Podatki/mertive nam opišejo svet


• Geometrija in topologija 


- naravno omejuje modele

- nam pomaga pri interpretaciji


• Iz lokalnega opisa v globalno obnašanje


• Samo začetek - npr. optimizacija, struktura 
socialnih omrežij,… 
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